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A classification of solutions of a conformally invariant
fourth order equation in R,n

Chang-Shou Lin

Abstract. In this paper, we consider the following conformally invariant equations of fourth
order

A2« 6e4u in R4,

and

n+4
A2«=a»-4,

(2)
u > 0 in Rn for n > 5,

where A2 denotes the biharmonic operator in Rn By employing the method of moving planes, we
are able to prove that all positive solutions of (2) are arised from the smooth conformai metrics on
Sn by the stereograph projection For equation (1), we prove a necessary and sufficient condition
for solutions obtained from the smooth conformai metrics on S4

Mathematics Subject Classification (1991). 35J60

Keywords. Elliptic equations of fourth order, conformai geometry

1. Introduction

Recently, there have been much analytic work on the conformai geometry A
well known example is the Yamabe problem or, more generally, the problem of
prescriblmg scalar curvature Given a smooth function K defined m a compact
Riemanman manifold (M, go) of dimension n > 2, we ask whether there exists a
metric g conformai to go such that K is the scalar curvature of the new metric g

Let g e?ugo for n 2 or g v/^1 go for n > 3, then the problem is reduced to
find solutions of the following nonlinear elliptic equations

Au + Ke2u Ko (11)
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for n 2, or,
f 4(n-l) A v 2±£ vJ -i^/Au + Ku^ =KQu, ^\ u > 0 m M

for n > 3, where A denotes the Beltrami-Laplacian operator of (M, go) and Kq
is the scalar curvature of go In studying equations (1 1) and (1 2), it is very
important to understand the solution set of

/ A« + n(n-2)«^ =0 in Rn,

[ u > 0 in Rn

for n > 3, or,
w + e2" 0 m R2,

(14)

By employing the method of moving planes, Caffarelh-Gidas-Spruck [CGS] was
able to classify all the solutions of (1 3) for n > 3, and, Chen-Li [CL] did the same
thing for the equation (1 4)

There are another interesting examples arising from the conformai geometry
For a compact Riemanman manifold of dimension 4, Chang and Yang [CY]
considered the existence of extremal functions of the vanational problem

=< Pw,w > + jQOwdVgo - ([Q0dVgo)\ogfe4wdVgo, (1 5)

where P is the Paneitz operator on M, discovered by Paneitz

Plp AV + 5{-KqI - 2Ric)dLp,
•J

where Ric is the Ricci curvature of (M, go) The vanational form (1 5) arises form
the difference of log-determinants of conformally covanant operator with respect to
metrics in a conformai class For background material and other related problems,
we refer [BCY], [CY] and the references therein The extremal function u of II(w)
satisfies a conformai invariant elliptic equation of fourth order

Pu + 2Qo 2Qe4u, (16)

where Q is a constant When (M,go) is the standard S*4, by using the coordinate
of the stereographic projection in R4, the equation (1 6) can be reduced to

mR4,
e4« G
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where A2 denotes the biharmonic operator. It is expected that in order to understand

the equation (1.6), we should classify all the solutions of (1.7) completely.
The equation (1.7) looks very similar to the equation (1.4). In fact, there are

many common properties shared by both equations. For example, the biharmonic

operator A2 in R4 has const, log as its fundamental solution. And the
x-y\

equation (1.7) is invariant under the change of the conformai transformation. In
x

particular, the new function w(x) u(—-ry) — 2 log \x satisfies the same equation
\x\2

as u does. However, the appearance of the biharmonic operator in (1.7) expects
to make the equation (1.7) very different from (1.4). In fact, a study of radial
solutions of (1.7) shows that there are solutions of (1.7) which do not come from
the smooth functions on S*4 through the stereographic projection. This is not quite
the same as the equation (1.4). But, under certain constraint on the behavior of
m at oo, we have

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that u is a solution of (1.7) with \u{x)\ o(|x| at oo.
Then there exists some point xq € R such that u is radially symmetric about xq
and

u{x) log fA J5-. (1.8)
(1 + \z\x-xq\z)

Let a be defined by

a -A, / e4u(-yUy. (1.9)

Theorem 1.2. Let u be a solution of (1.7). Then the following statements hold.

(i) After an orthorgonal transformation, u{x) can be represented by

4

R41Og(^^)e dy-^a3(x3-x3)
4

— 2_\aj{xj — xj — «log |x| + co + O(|x|~T) (1-10)

for some t > 0 and for large \x\. The function Am satisfies

-2Y>, (1.11)
-y\ fr{

where a3 > 0, co are constants and x (x^,. x^) € R Moreover, if at ^ 0

for all i, then u is symmetric with respect to the hyperplane {x | xt x^}. If
al a2 a3 a4 7^ 0, then u is radially symmetric with respect to x
(n) The total integration a < 2. If a 2, then u(x) has the form of (1.8).
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In this paper, we also consider the following equation analogue to the equation
(1.3):

{ u > 0 in Rn

for n > 5. The equation (1.12) can be derived from the Sobolev embedding of H2

into U™^ :

J^L. (1.13)

The existence of extremal functions of (1.13) was shown in [L] by P.L. Lions. In
the same paper, Lions also proved the radial symmetry of any extremal function
of (1.13). In general, the radial symmetry of solutions of (1.12) holds also.

Theorem 1.3. Suppose that u is a smooth solution of (1.12). Then u is radially
symmetric about some point xq G Rn and u has the following form:

X^ (1-14)H*) CnL ^ ,2,[a)^1 + X2\x -zo|
n — 4

for some constant A > 0, where cn [n(n — 4)(n — 2)(n + 2)] 5~.

Similarly, we also have

Theorem 1.4. Suppose that u is a nonnegative solution of

A2u up in R" (1.15)

n + 4
for 1 < p < Then u 0 in Rn.

n — 2

As in equations (1.3) and (1.4), we will use the method of moving planes to
prove the radial symmetry. In our situation, however, the maximum principle can
not directly be applied to u without any information of Am. Hence we have to get
some informations about Am from equations (1.7) and (1.12). First, we are going
to prove that for any solution of (1.7), Ati(i) can be reprensented by

-3 f e4u(y)
Au(x) —2 r^dy-d (1.16)

2tt2 7r4 \x - y\2

for some nonnegative constant c\ > 0. Thus, u satisfies Am < 0 in R4. The
representation (1.16) is an indication that we should apply the method of moving
planes to —Am, not u itself. The method of moving planes was first invented by
A.D. Alexandrov, and was shown to be a powerful tool in studying equations (1.3)
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and (1.4) by Gidas-Ni-Nirenberg [GNN], Caffarelli-Gidas-Spruck [CGS], Chen-Li
[CL] and many others. As usual, in order to start the process of moving planes at
oo, we have to understand the asymptotic behavior of both u and Am at infinity.
The analysis of asymptotic behaviors will be carried out in Section 2. In Section 3,

we will establish the radial symmetry and prove Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2.

In Section 4, both Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4 are proved.
The author would like to thank Professors Alice Chang and Paul Yang for

introducing him to this problem. While preparing the manuscript, I was informed
by Professor A. Chang that she and P. Yang have also obtained similar results by
using the method of moving plane.

2. Asymptotic behavior

In this section, we want to study the asymptotic behavior for a solution m of (1.7).
First, we note that the fundamental solution of the biharmonic operator A2 in I?4

is

Let m be a solution of (1.7). Set

(2.1)
/R4

and

4tt2 7r4 \y\

Obviously, v(x) satisfies

A2v(x) -e4"^) in R4. (2.3)

Lemma 2.1. Suppose u is a solution of (1.7). Let a he given as in (2.1). Then
there exists a constant C such that

v{x) < «log \x\ +C

Proof. For \x\ > 4, we decompose R4 A\ U A%, where A\ {y | \y — x\ < —-}

x\ I

and A<i {y | \y — x\ > —-}. For y G A\, we have \y\ > \x\ — \x — y\ > ^ > lx~y|j
Zj

which implies

log^<0. (2.4)
\v\
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Since \x — y\ < \x\ + \y\ < \x\\y\ for \x\, \y\ > 2 and log \x — y\ < log \x\ + C for
x\ > 4 and \y\ < 2, we have

v{x) < —^ / log

3

\y\

«log |x| + C

|y|<2
iu(-v>dy

D

Lemma 2.2. Suppose u is a solution of (1 7) Then Au(x) can be represented by

e4«(y)
Au(x) —-K \x-yY

dy - Ci (2 5)

where C\ > 0 is a constant

Proof Let w(x) u(x) + v(x) By (2 3), we have A2w(x) 0 m R4 Since Aw(x)
is a harmonic fumction in R4, we have for any xq g R4 and r > 0,

Aw(xq) Aw{y)dy

i=. dr vy/ (2 6)

where tt2/2 is the volume of the unit ball and da denotes the area element of the
sphere \y — xq\ r

Integrating (2 6) along r, we have

¦Ir2
—-Aw(xq) f wda - w(xq),

I \x-xo\=r

where ¦+ wda
J \x-xo\=r

1
wda is the integral average of w over the

\x-xo\=r
sphere \x — xq\ r Hence, by the Jensen inequality,

exp(—-Aw(xo)) < e"

< e"

exp(4 +
J \x—x§

wda)
— xn=r

e4wda
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Since w{x) u{x) + v{x) < u{x) + a log \x\ + c, we have r exp( r G

L^oo). Thus Aw(xo) < 0 for all x0 G R4. By Liouville's Theorem, Aw(x)
—C\ in R4 for some constant C\ > 0. Hence (2.5) follows immediately. D

Let h(x) be the solution of

A2h(x) f(x) in Q,

Ah(x) h(x) 0 on dQ,

where Q is a bounded domain of R4. Following the argument of [BM], we have

Lemma 2.3. Suppose f G L1(Q). For any S G (0,32tt2), there exists a constant
Cg > 0 such that the inequality,

i^dx < Cs(dmm fi)4, (2.7)
n II/IIli

where diam Q denotes the diameter ofd.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume 0 G Ü. Let R diam Q. Set

W / l(
where f(y) f(y) for y G Ü and /(y) 0 for y ^ Q. By a direct computation, we
have

Av(x) ^f \x-y\-2\f(y)\dy<0 (2.8)^ Jbr(o)

for x G Q. Since both v and —Aw are positive on dfl, we have by the maximum
principle,

\h(x)\ <v(x) for xefl.
Applying the Jensen inequality, we have

exp( ")dx
n II/II

r() \x-y\
< I I ^^BR(0) x-y\

1
where d)i(y) -—-—\f(y)\dy. Hence Lemma 2.3 is proved. D

II/IIi
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Lemma 2.4. Let u be a solution of (1 7) and v is defined by (2 2) Then, given
any e > 0, there exists a R i?(e) such that for \x\ > R, v{x) satisfies

v(x) > (a — e) log \x\, and,

hm Av(x) 0

(2 9)

(2 10)

Proof To prove (2 9), we first claim that for any e > 0, there exists R R(e) > 0

such that

v{x) > (a--)log|x| + -^ / log|x- y\eéu(-yUy (2 11)
2 4tH JB(x

To prove (2 11), we decompose R4 A\ U A<2 U A3, where A\ {y \ \y\ < Ro},

A<2 {y | |x — y\ < -%£¦, \y\ > Ro}, and A3 {y | |x — j/| > —-, |j/| > i?o} Let

Ro i?o(e) be sufficiently large such that

(2 12)-J-Ö / log
1 1

e Wdy > (a--)log x
4tt^ /4, \y\ 4

for large \x
For |x| large, we have

Is/I
'¦y

Iog|x-j/|e4"(y)dj/- / Iog|y|e4"(y)4
Ja2

Iog|x-y|e4«^dy-log(2|x|) f é
B{x 1) JA2

For y G A3 and \y\ < 2|x| we have |x — y| > — > — For x G A3 and |y| > 2|x|

we have |x — y| > |y| — |x| > —¦ In any case, we have for y G A3,

x-y\ 1

\y\

Hence

(2 14)

By (2 12), (2 13) and (2 14), we have (2 11) for large |x|
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Let 0 < £o < tt2 an(i i?o -Ro(eo) > 0 be sufficiently large such that

6 / e4udy < e0 (2 15)
JB(x 4)

for \x\ > Rq Let h be the solution of

2/i 6e4«^) m B{x,A),

By Lemma 2 3, we have for small eq,

e12^dy<C1, (2 16)
B(x4)

for some constant c\ independent of x
Set q{y) u{y) — h(y) for y G _B(x,4) Then q satisfies

A2g(y)=0 on S(x,4),
Aç Am and </= m on <9_B(x,4)

Let g(y) —Aq(y) By Lemma 2 2, q(y) is harmonic with positive boundary value

on dB(x, 2) Applying the maximum principle, we have q(y) > 0 in B(x, 4) Thus,
by the Harnack inequality, we have

q{y) < c<iq(x) -c<i+ Auda (2 18)
J dB(x4)

for y G B(x, 2) where c% is a constant depending on n only
Integrating the equation (1 1), we have for any r > 0,

/ ^ e4udy
dB(x r) or J

Integrating the identity above along r, we have

Au - Au(x) JL I c-i—^—fa- - \yiu{v)dy (2
r) 27TZ JB(xr) V ~ VV TZ

Applying Lemma 2 2 and (2 19), we have
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In particular, we have r 4,

-f Am < c3 (2 20)
J dB(x4)

Hence, by (2 18), we have

q{y) <c4 for yeB{x,2) (2 21)

Since q satisfies
Aq(y) -q(y) inS(i,4),
q u on dB(x,A),

by estimates for linear elliptic equations (e g see Theorem 8 17 m [GT]), we have
for any p > 1 and a > 2

sup q < c {\\q+\\LP(B(x 2)) + \\q\\L°(B(x 2))), (2 22)
B(x 1)

where g+ max(g,0) and c c(p,a) Recall q u — h Thus, q+{y) < u+(y) +
|%)| for y €-B(x,4) By (2 15), we have

lB(x2) Jb(x2) Jb(x2)

Since e4u+ < 1 + e4", we have together with (2 21),

sup q < c6 (2 23)
B(x 1)

Since m h + </, we have

u(y) < h(y) + q(y) < c6 + \h(y)\

for y€.B(x,l) Therefore,

e12" < c7 / e12|7l|dy < c8, (2 24)

and then,

Iog|x-y|e4«(^y|<(

B(x 1)

fdy)^
\x-y\

ï < eg,
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where eg is a constant in dependent of x. By (2.11), (2.9) follows immediately. By
(2.24), it is an elementary exercise to prove lim Av(x) =0. D

Lemma 2.5. Suppose \u(x)\ o(|x|2) at oo. Then

>„„/ \y\ -.And

x-y\ y + c0 (2.25)

where Cq is a constant. Furthermore, for any e > 0, there exists R i?(e) > 0

such that u(x) satisfies

-a log \x\ < u(x) <{-a + e) log \x\ (2.26)

for \x\ > R(e).

Proof. By Lemma 2.2, we have

R4

Suppose \u(x)\ o(|x|2). First, we claim C\ 0. Otherwise, we have Au(x) <
—C\ < 0 for \x\ > Rq where Rq is sufficiently large.

Let
h{y) u{y) + e\y\2 + A(\y\-2 - R2'n) (2.27)

where e is small such that

Ah(y) Au + 8e < —-3- < 0 (2.28)

for \y\ > Rq, and A is sufficiently large so that inf h(y) is achieved by some
\y\>Ro

yo G iî4 with 12/01 > Ro- This can be done because lim h(y) +oo for any

A > 0. Applying the maximum principle to (2.28) at yo, we have a contradiction.
Hence the claim is proved.

By the claim, we have A(m + v) 0 in R4. By the assumption and Lemma
2.1, we have |m + w(x)| o(|x|2) at oo. Since tt + uis a harmonic function, by the

4

gradient estimates of harmonic functions, we have u{x) + v{x) VJ aoxo + ao for

some constants a3 G R, 0 < j < 4. Thus,

e4«(x) ea0e-4«(x)eE*=i a>x> > const.
"A
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Since e4"1-25) G L^R4), we have a3 0 for 1 < j < 4 Hence, we have proved
(2 25) Obviously, (2 26) immediately follows from (2 25), (2 9) and Lemma 2 1

The proof of Lemma 2 5 is finished D

Now suppose m is a smooth solution of

A2M Q(x)e4" m R4 (2 29)

where Q(x) G C^R4) Then we have the following Pohozaev identity

Lemma 2.6. Suppose u is an entire smooth function of (2 29) Then for any
R > 0, we have

Q{x)eAudx + \
Br 4 JBr

4 JdBR JdBR

[ ir(rir)AudfT (23°)
dBR or dr

Proof The proof of Lemma 2 6 goes exactly the same as m the case of the semi-
lmear elliptic equations of second order For the sake of completeness, we give a

proof here

Multiplying x \/u on the both sides of the equation (2 29), we have

- f Q\x\eiuda-h[ [(x
4 JôBr 4 Jbr

(x \ju)Qe*udx / (x \yu)Azudx
Br JBr

A(x \7u)Audx+ [r-^ —(Am)-Am—(r-^
BR JôBr drdrK drK dr

„IAm 2 du d
A f A

d du,
N[ + (AM)]da / AM(r)daN[

2
+ ^^(AM)]da /

dBR l Or dr JÔBr

where we have ultihzed — div (x(Am)2) A(x \ju)Au Obviously, (2 30) follows

immediately D

Lemma 2.7. Let u be a solution of (1 7) and u(x) o(|x|2) at oo Then a 2

Proof By Lemma 2 5, we have

A Co
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By elementary calculations, we have

du, s
3

q v oor or
1_ /

4ttz _/r4 r x — y\

(2.31)

(2.32)

2^2 r|x -
and,

(2.33)

Since e4"'-4'-' > |y|~4a for large \y\ by lemma 2.5, we have a > 1. Therefore, it is

easy to calculate from (2.31) ~ (2.33) that

lim
+00

' dr
x) -a,

lim Am(x)|x|2 -2a,

and

lim ^-(
—>+oo or

3 =4a.

(2.34)

(2.35)

(2.36)

(2.37)

Applying the Pohozaev identity and (2.34) ~ (2.37), the right hand side of
(2.30) (Here, Q(x) 6) tends to 47r2a2. Hence, we have

which implies a 2. D

Lemma 2.8. Let u satisfy the assumption of Lemma 2.5. Then u(x) satisfies

u(x) —21og Ixl + c + OHxp1), (2.38)

and
4|x|-2C -Au(x) 4|x|

A

dxtdxn

=i a3x3 |

(2.39)
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for large \x\, where c, Oj, 1 < j < 4 are constant

Proof Let w{x) u{—pj) — 21og|x| By a straightforward computation, w{x)
x\

satisfies

j A2w(x) 6e4ul^) m R4\{0},
{ \w(x)\=o(logjL) and \Aw(x)\

Set h(x) be the solution of

as
(2 40)

(2 41)
A2h(x) ße4«1^) m Si
h{x) w(x) on öSi, Ah(x) Aw(x), on

Since Lemma 2 5 implies e^w(x> G LP(B\) for any p > 1, by the regularity
theorems of linear elliptic equations, h(x) G C3t(B\) for any 0 < r < 1 Let
g(x) w(x) — h(x) Then q(x) satisfies

A2q Q inSi\{0},
q Aq 0 on dB\,

\q{x)\ o(log —| |A9(x)| o(—j

By the maximum principle, we have, for any e > 0

(2 42)

as |x 0

for x G B\ Applying the maximum principle again, we have

\q{x)\ <elog —

Thus, q(x) 0 Namely, w(x) h(x) G C3 T{B\) By the regularity of the linear
elliptic equation again, we have w(x) G C°°(Bi) It is not difficult to see that
(2 39) follows immediately D

3. Radial symmetry

Now we are in the position to finish the proof of Theorem 1 1

Proof of Theorem 1 1 Suppose that m is a smooth entire solution of (1 7) such that
u{x) o(|x|2) at oo Let v{x) —Au{x) By Lemma 2 8, v{x) has a harmonic
asymptotic expansion at oo

(3 1)
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We want to apply the method of moving planes to prove that u is symmetric about
some point in R4. Following conventional notations, we let for any A, T\ {x
(xi,... ,£4) I x\ A}, Sa {x I x\ > A} and xx (2A - £i,£2, • • • ,£4) be the
reflection point of x with respect to T\. To start the process of moving planes
along the xi-direction, we need two lemmas below.

Lemma 3.1. Let v be a positive function defined, in a neighborhood at infinity
satisfying the asymptotic expansion (3.1). Then there exists Ao < 0 and R > 0

such that the inequality
v(x) > v(xx)

holds for A < Ao, \x\ > R and iéSa-

Lemma 3.2. Suppose v satisfies the assumption of Lemma 3.1, andv(x) > v(xx°)
for x € Sa0- Assume v(x) — v(xx°) is superharmonic in ~£\0. Then there exist
e > 0, S > 0 such that the followings hold.

(1) vxi > 0 in \x\ — Xq\ < £ and \x\ > S.

(11) v(x) > v(xx) in x\ > Ao H— > A and \x\ > S

for all x € S^, A < Ai with \\\ — Ao| < cq£, where cq is a small positive number
depending on Ao and v only.

The proofs of both lemmas are contained in [CGS]. Please see Lemma 2.3 and
Lemma 2.4 in [CGS] for their proofs.

For any A, we consider w\(x) u(x) — u(xx) in S^. Then w\(x) satisfies

I A2wx(x) bx(x)wx in SA,

e4u(x) _ e4u(xx)
where b\(x) 6——— > 0 in SA. By Lemma 3.1, Aw\(x) v(xx) —

u(x) — u(xA)
v{x) < 0 for x G Sa, A < Âo and \x\ > R. Since v{x) > 0 in R4, there exists
Ai < Ao such that

v{xx) < v(x)

for \x\ < R and A < Ai. Therefore, we have

Aw\(x) < 0

in Sa for A < Ai. By Lemma 2.8, lim w\(x) 0. Applying the maximum
\x\ >+oo

principle, we have w\(x) > 0 in Sa for all A < A~i.
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Let Ao sup{A | v(x^) < v(x) for x G SM and \i < A} Since v(x) tends to
zero at oo, it is not difficult to see that Ao < +oo We claim that

u(x) u(xx°)

for all x G Sa0
The claim will be proved by contradiction Suppose wa0 ^ 0 in Sa0 By

continuity, AwXo{x) < 0 m Sa0 Since wXo{x) tends to 0 as \x\ —> +oo by (2 38),
the strong maximum principle implies wa0 (x) > 0 m Sa0 By applying equaiton
(1 7), we have A2«^^) 6(e4"(a:) - e4«^0)) > 0, which implies AwXo is a
subharmomc function Applying the strong maximum principle again, we have

AwXo(x) <0 m Sa0

By the definition of Ao, there exists a sequence An j Ao such that sup Awa„ (x) >

0 Since lim Awa„(^) 0, there exists xn G Sa„ such that AwXn(xn)

sup Awa„ (x) > 0 By Lemma 3 2 xn is bounded Without loss of generality,

we may assume xq Inn xn If xq g Sa0 j then by the continuity, we have

AwXo(xq) 0, which yields a contradition to Awaq^) < 0 m Sa0 If x0 € TXo,
then x/(AwXo(xq)) 0, which yields a contradiction to the Hopf boundary Lemma

because Awa0 is a negative subharmomc function in Sa0 Therefore, the claim
is proved Obviously, the radial symmetry of u follows from the claim

By a straightforward computation, u>(|x|) log( tt,—to) ls a family of
l + A^x^

solutions of (1 7) for A > 0 Now let ui(r) be a radial solution of (1 7) From the

uniqueness of ODE, iv(r) is completely determined by w(0) and Aw(0) 4w"(0)
(to always satisfies u/(0) w'"(0) 0) Without loss of generality, we may assume
w(0) uX(i(0) for some Ao > 0 If w"(0) < u'lQ(0), then iv(r) < uX(i(r) for small

r > 0 We first claim uX(i(r) > iv(r) for all r > 0

Suppose there exists ro > 0 such that uXo(ro) w(ro) and uXo(r) > w(r) for
0 < r < ro Then, by (1 7),

d

for 0 < r < ro In particular, A{u\Q{r) — w(r)) > 0 for 0 < r < ro Since

uXo(r) —Ct;(r) 0 on r ro, the maximum principle implies u\0(r) —iv(r) < 0 for
all 0 < r < ro, which yields a contradiction to u\0(0) w(0) Thus, the claim is

proved
From the proof above, we also have Au\0(r) — Aw(r) is increasing in r Thus,

ui(r) ~ —cr2 as r —> +oo for some constant c > 0

If w"(0) > u'l (0), then we have w(r) > u\0(r) for all r > 0 By the equation
(1 7), Aw(r) — Amao(?*) is increasing in r Thus, if w(r) exists for all r > 0 then
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Lü(r) > cr^ for r large and for some c > 0. Hence,

proof of Theorem 1.1 is completely finished.
R4

>dx +oo, and the

D

Lemma 3.3. Suppose that u is a harmonic function in Rn such that exp(w —

c|x|2) G L1(Rn) for some c > 0. Then u is a polynomial of order at most 2.

Proof. For any unit vector £ G R4, we want to prove wçç(x) a constant. By
Liouville's Theorem, it suffices to prove u^(x) is bounded from above by a constant
independent of x. Without loss of generality, we may take x 0 and £, e\.

Since uxixi is harmonic, we have for any r > 0,

l(0)
1

uxixi(x)dx

dBr(O)
uxi—;da

where an is the volume of the unit ball in Rn. Integrating the identity along r,
we have

-—dx
Br F

dd ,x\u-—(-)dxdxi '-'

dBr(O) F
u

— dx-
x\

1

lBr F

The first integration can be written as

7^dx +

\x\ Jo J dBs(0)
uda){nan)sn ds

nanu(0) / sn ds
JO

(3.2)

nanu(O)

n- 1'

n- 1

(3.3)
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By a direct computation, we have

f Ä-dx ^-r^-\ (3 4)
Jbt \x\ n~l

and

f
JdBr

^Lda anrn-1 (3 5)
x\

By (3 2), we have

— UX1X1 (0) 7«(0) H 7-f
„(0) J dBr(0)

Xi

n-lj Br(0) J dB

where dm —h-dx and dm vida on dBr(0) By Jensen's inequality, we
x\6

have
x\6

r2

<exp(- ())(/ (/2(nl) 7 J dBr(0)

For any positive c\ > 0, we have

1

2(^TT)

<exp( ^—
2n - 1

/¦°° f 2 1

(/ (4 Me"d/iie-cir drp (3 6)
Jl J ößr(0)

By the assumption, we can choose a large c\ such that the right hand side of (3 6)
is finite Thus, we have

By Liouville's Theorem, we have uxixi(x) constant Obviously, the conclusion
of Lemma 3 3 follows immediately D

Proof of Theorem 1 2 Suppose that m is a solution of (1 7) with e4" G

Let

«(x) -^ / log(t^l)eMy)dy,
4tH J \y\
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and w(x) u(x) + v(x). By Lemma 2.2, we have Aw(i) — C\ in R4. Applying
Lemma 3.3, we have w{x) T,(atJxtXj + bkXk) + cq, where alQ aJt. After a
change of coordinate by an orthorgonal transformation, we may assume

where a% > 0,bt and co are constants. Since e4" G L^R4), we have bt

whenever at 0. Thus u{x) can be written as

0

(3.7)

After a translation, we may assume x° 0. Let ù{x) u{x) + 2_\aixi ¦ Then

ù(x) satisfies

A2ü(x) Q(x)e4ü(-X1 in R4 (3.8)

where Q(x) 6e 2^»=i a%x*.

If at 0 for all i, then it is the case of Theorem 1.1. Thus, we assume at =/= 0
k

for 1 < i < k, at 0 for i > k where 1 < k < 4. Lemma 2.1 implies a > 1
4

As in Lemma 2.8, we let w(x) u(—-w) — «log \x o(log -—). Then w satisfies
x\l \x

34"" 0 in R4\{0} (3.9)

where Q(x) 6e ^'
k

Since a > 1 we have Q(x)e4"' G LP(B\) for some p > 1. By the same
4

_
proof of Lemma 2.8, we have w G C°'T(_Bi) for some 1 > t > 0. In particular, we
have

ù(x) — «log \x\ + co + o(|x|~r)
at oo, which together with (3.7), yields (1.10).

If at < 0 for all i, then it is easily to see Q(x)e4w G LP{B\) for any p > 1.

Thus w G C°°{Bi). Therefore, v, satisfies both (2.38) and (2.39) for large |x|, i.e.,
we have for large |x|,

u[x) -a log \x\ + co + Odxr1), (3.10)

(3.11)
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Employing (3 10) and (3 11), we can use, as in the proof of Theorem 1 1, the
method of moving planes to show that ù(x) is symmetric with respect to hyper-
plane {x | xt 0} for 1 < i < 4 In particular, if a\ 04 ^ 0, then u is

radially symmetric with respect to 0 Hence, we have proved (1) of Theorem 1 2

If a > 2, then Q{x)e^ £ Lp(Si) for any p > 1 also Therefore w £ C°°(Bt),
and, e4" O(|x|~8) at 00 By (2 31) ~ (2 33), we can prove without difficulty

hm |x|-^(x) -a, (3 12)

hm r^(A(x)=0, (3 13)
\x\—>+oo or or

hm Aü(x)\x\2 -2a, (3 14)

and,

hm — (Aw)r3=4a (3 15)
r >+oo Or

Applying the Pohozaev identity, we have

8tt a -\
2 / (xi VQ)e udx 4tt a

Since a > 2, we have 87r2a < 4yr2a2 Thus,

(x, xjQ)eAudx > 0
/R4

Since

x vQ -
we have a3 0 for all j Then, by Theorem 1 1, we have a 2 and u(x) has a
form of (1 8) Hence, (11) of Theorem 1 2 is proved D

4. Proof of Theorem 1.3

Let m be a smooth positive solution of

A2u up mRn,

for 1 < p < and n > 5 As m the case of the equation (1 3), we let

u*(x) \x\4-nu(^) (4 1)
x\l
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By a direct computation, u* satisfies

AV in Rn\{0}, (4.2)

where t n + 4 — p(n — 4) > 0. Let w(x) — Au*(i). By (4.1), we have

-(n - 2 (4.3)

X,at oo, where cq > 0 and a3 G R. In particular, we have for large

Au*(x) < 0. (4.4)

As in Theorem 1.1, we need to prove Au*(x) < 0 in Rn\{0}.

Lemma 4.1. Let u be a smooth positive solution of

A2u=\x\-Tup mBi\{0} (4.5)

n + 4
where 1 < p < t (n + 4) — p(n — 4) and n > 5. Then Au is a subharmonic

n — 4
function in B\ in the distributional sense.

Proof. First, we want to prove |x|~tmp g
Then we have

Suppose |x

dBr
— (Au)da- / — (Au)dcrdr dB. dr

p > 0

Br\Bs
(4.6)

1
for all 0 < s < r < —. Since the right hand side of (4.6) tends to +oo as s —> 0,

there exists r\ > 0 such that

/ lfr{ da < -ci -Tupup, (4.7)
B1\Br

which implies

Auda — / Auda < —c\ / t
dBr JdBs

l-r,

and

Auda
dBr

\x\-TupdxdT, (4.8)

(4.9)
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for 0 < r < T2 and for some 0 < r2 < r\ Let u + uda By (4 9),
J dBr

(rn~ V(r))' > c2r (4 10)

If hm rn~ u'(r) > 0, then we have for any r > 0,
r >0

rn-lu{r) > -c2r2, (4 11)

which yields,

r i ru{r) > / u'(t)dt > -C2 / t6 ndt +oo,
JO ^ JO

a contradiction Therefore we may assume there exists 0 < r3 < r% such that for
all r < T3, we have

r«-V(r) < -C3, (4 12)

where C3 is a positive constant Therefore,

u(r) > c4r2-n (4 13)

Suppose u(r) > c^r~s for some a > n — 2 Then, by (4 7) and (4 8), we have
for small r > 0,

(Au(r)Y < -cir-~a-n+2, (4 14)

Au(r) > c2r^-n+3, (4 15)

rn-lu'{r) < -c3r-^+3, (4 16)

and,

u(r) >c4r-'}+5-n, (4 17)

where à t + pa We note that, m order to have (4 16) held, we need à > 3

Since t n + 4 — p(n — 4) and a > n — 2, we have à > t + p(n — 2) >n + 6>5
Since <T + n — 5— pa t + n — 5>0 for n > 5, after a finite time of iterations,
we have

u{r) >r-(1+ß\ (4 18)

v/(r)<-r-(-2+ß\ (4 19)

M//(r) >r-(3+/3); (4 20)

and,

(4 21)
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for 0 < r < 2ro where ß p-\ (Since u' < 0, we have 0 < Au(r) < u" and

«(3)(r) < (Am)' < 0) By (4 19) ~ (4 21), we have by Jensen inequality,

u^\r) > A2u(r) > \x\-Tup{r) (4 22)

Let v(r) A(r — ro)~^ for ro < r < 2ro By direct computations, we have

A
A

2)(/3 + 3)(r - r0) - {ß + 4)

2)(ß + 3)vp(r) < r-Tvp(r)

for ro < r < 2ro if A is large If ro is sufficiently small, then by (4 18) ~ (4 21),
we have v(r) < u(r) for all ro < r < 2ro However, hm u > hm v(r) +oo

r >r0 r >r0

yields a contradiction Therefore, we have proved |x|~tmp g L (Bi)
Let (p G Cq0 (B i be a nonnegative function We want to prove

AcpAudx > 0 (4 23)

Let r]£ G C0°°(ßi) satisfy r]£(x) 1 for \x\ > 2e, and ?ye(x) 0 for \x\ < e We

also assume

for 1 < j < 4 Multiplying (4 5) by (p(x)i]e, we have

0< J <f(x)%(x)\x Tup(x)dx

J A(<p(x)r,e(x))Au(x)dx

/ Au{x){AlP{x)i1e{x) + 2

(4 24)

LP{x)Arls}dx

Let ip(x) 2 y y(x) V % + (^(a;)^??e(a;) We have ip(x) 0 for \x\ < e and for
x\ > 2e, and \A-ip(x)\ < ce-4

Since —|— —1-4>4 where - 1 we have
q p p q p

Au(x)tp(x)dx\ < / u(x)\Aip(x)\dx

'e<|a;|<2e

ce?+j-4 —, o,
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as e —> 0 Therefore, by (4 24), we have

fAu(x)Aip(x)dx Inn / r]F(x)Au(x)Aip(x)dx
£ >0J

I <f(x)\x\-Tup(x)dx >0

Thus, Au{x) is a subharmonic mßi D

Proofs of Theorem 1 3 and Theorem 1 4 Let v(x) -Au*{x) By Lemma 4 1

and (4 3), we have v{x) > 0 in R4\{0} and v{x) satisfies for any r > 0,

v(x) > inf v(x) > 0, for x G Br(0) (4 25)
dBr(0)

Since u*{x) is a superharmomc function in _Br(0)\{0} and u*{x) > 0, then we have

u*(x) > inf u*(y) for x G Sr(0) (4 26)
ößr(0)

(For a proof of (4 26), please see Lemma 2 1m [CLn])
Following notations in Section 3, we let w\(x) u*(x) — u*(xx) in Sa Since

v(x) —Au* has a harmonic expansion (4 3) at infinity, by Lemma 3 1 and (4 25),
there exists a Ao < 0 such that

Awx(x) < 0 in SA

for all A < Ao By the maximum principle, we have

wx(x) > 0 in SA

for all A < Ao
n + 4

We consider the case p < first Let
n — 4

Ao sup{A < 0 | AwM(x) < 0 in EM for /x < A}

Suppose Ao < 0 Although u* may has a singularity at 0, by (4 25) and (4 26), we
still can apply the same arguments as in Theorem 1 1 to prove wa0 (x) 0 in Sa0
Since t < 0, it yields a contradiction Thus we must have Ao 0 and

u(-xi,X2, ,xn) <u(xi,X2, ,xn) for x\ > 0

By applying the method of moving planes along any direction in Rn, u*{x) is

radially symmetric with respect to 0 Since we can take any point in Rn as the
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origin, we conclude that if m is a positive smooth solution in Rn, then u constant
in Rn which implies u 0 in Rn, a contradiction. Thus, Theorem 1.4 is proved.

n + 4
For the case p we also let

n - 4

Ao sup{A < 0 | AwM(x) < 0 in SM for /x < A}.

If Ao < 0, by applying the same arguments again, we can show w\0(x) 0.

Thus, u*{x) has a removable singularity at 0 and u itself satisfies (4.3) at infinity.
Therefore, we can directly apply the method of moving plane to u itself to yield
the radial symmetry of m about some point xq in Rn. If Ao 0, then we can do the
same procedure by moving the hyperplane T\ from positive direction of x\. Thus,
we can prove either u* has a removable singularity at 0 or u*(x) is symmetric with
respect to the hyperplane {x \ x\ 0} In any case, the radial symmetry of u
follows immediately.

Suppose that u is radially symmetric with respect to 0. We can take another
point xq =/= 0 as the origin of the "Kelvin" transformation, and do the same
procedure as the above. Since u is not radially symmetric about x\, we have
Ao ^ 0, namely, u{x) satisfies (4.3) at infinity. In particular, we have Ati(i) —> 0

as \x\ —> +oo.

By a direct computation, we can see that u\(x) cn( ^—to)"2" is a
1 + \z\x\z

solution of (1.12) for any A > 0. Suppose w(r) is a radial solution of (1.12) and
w(0) u\0(0) for some Ao > 0. If Aw(0) > Au\0(0), then we can prove iv(r) blows

up in finite r. Because, if iv(r) exists for all r > 0, as in the proof of Theorem 1.1,
then we can show iv(r) > u\0(r) for all r > 0 and (Au; — Au)'(r) > 0 for all r > 0.

Therefore

Aw(oo) lim (Aw - A«A(1)(r) > (Aw - AuAJ(0) > 0,
r >+oo

which yields a contradition to lim Aiv(x) 0 which was already proved for
\x\ >+oo

any solution of (1.12). If Aw(0) < Ama0(0), then, by the same proof, w(r) must
become zero at a finite r. Thus the proof of Theorem 1.3 is considered completely
finished. D

In fact, the same proof can imply

Theorem 4.2. Suppose u is a positive smooth solution of

A2u up in Rn\{0},

n + 2
where 1 < p < Assume 0 is a nonremovable singularity, then u is radially

n — 4
symmetric with respect to the origin.
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Corollary 4.3. Let u be a solution of

A2u Up inSi\{0},
u > 0,

where 1 < p < Then u(x) < c\x ~~p^£ for \x < — where c is a constant,
n — 4 2

depending on n a nd p only

Corollary 4 3 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 3 and a blow-up
argument due to R Schoen for the equation (1 3) (for example, please see [P] We

omit the details of the proof
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